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The quest for efficiency
Silicon PV  ≈20%

CPV1,2  ≈40%

Solar thermal1  ≈80%
1Requires tracking   2Concentrator Photovoltaics

Tracking integration is:
● From external to internal tracking
● Compact
● Flexible
● Potential for lower cost
● More development needed

External tracking Internal tracking
Redirected collimated sunlight
To be concentrated by solar concentrator.
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Geometry and movement of surfaces are represented
using polynomials.
Optimal design is found by solving optimization problem:
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Constraints for manufacturability

Optimized using memetic optimization algorithm and
custom ray-tracer written in Python and Numba

@numba.njit 
def trace_single_ray(surfaces,ray): 
    for surface in surfaces: 
        surface_normal = surfacemodel.intersect(surface,ray) 
        aperture.vignett_ray(surface,ray) 
        ...

Simulated performance

Solar thermal example design

CPV example design
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CNC Machining
+ High precision
- Slow & expensive

Grayscale Lithography
+ High resolution
- Limited thickness

Roll-to-roll hot embossing
+ High volume
- Large investment cost

3D printing
+ Fast and flexible
- Low resolution

Micro servos

Off-axis parabolic reflector

Sunlight direction sensor
Focal spot

Video demonstrating 
automatic tracking

Proof of concept created during earlier master's thesis.
Automated tracking
PMMA lens arrays molded in aluminum molds

Tracking-integrated solar energy can simplify solar tracking both for CPV (concentrator photovoltaics) and solar thermal applications.
Stacked lens arrays is a promising way to implement tracking integration, with high efficiency, large tracking range, and high concentration ratio.
Concept has been demonstrated with a physical proof-of-concept, and a new iteration with improved lens design will be fabricated.
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